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Per ogni Modulo svolto vengono indicati i relativi contenuti affrontati. 

MODULO CONTENUTI 
Grammatica Be, all forms; question words; possessive adjectives, demonstratives; articles, 

plural nouns, there is, there are+a/an/some/any; have got; possessive pronouns; 
whose; can; possessive’s; imperatives; object pronouns; Present Simple: 
affirmative and negative; adverbs of frequency; Present Simple: interrogative, 
short anwsers, wh-questions; how often; expressions of frequency; Present 
Continuous; Present Continuous vs Present Simple; countable and uncountable 
nouns; some/any/no; a few/a little; too much/too many, enough; Past Simple: 
be, have; Past Time expressions; Past Simple: can; adverbs of mannaer; Past 
Simple: affirmative and negative; Past Simple: interrogative, short answers; 
wh-questions; comparative adjectives: equality, majority, minority; 
Superlatives 

Reading Time2Chat; Your day in music; Video Games: two sides of the story: So uncool 
it’s cool; Keep calm and don’t shop; Are gender-neautral clothes the future of 
fashion?; Why do we eat junk food?; Rate that plate; Too ugly to sell; Meet 
your ancestors!; Why do we look different?; Never give up; The mistery of 23-
24 Leinster Gardens; A home on the road; Jaden Ashman, millionaire at 15; 
The best gift bag in Hollywood; Is Hollywood becoming less white?;  

Listening Family’s lifestyle on a farm; analysis of cultural ideas for clothes; community 
project to help poverty in cities; an inspirational person; description of a tiny 
house; a new film group 

Vocabulary Countries and nationalities; classrom objects; possessions and pets; cardinal 
numbers; telling the time; days/months/seasons/dates; ordinal numbers; school 
objects; classroom language; everyday activities; hobbies and free time; clothes 
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and accessories; clothes styles; shops; food and drink; containers; food 
adjectives; physical appearance; personality adjectives; rooms and furnitura; 
materials; adjectives of opinion; types of tv programmes; adjectives to 
describe; tv programmes; types of film 

Educazione civica Jesse Owens’s biography; the 1936 Berlin Olympics; The Fair Play: 
gamesmanship, sportsmanship, cheating e vocabulary related to sport 
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